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This lecture will be presented within the framework of the VTS French chapter of IEEE
Abstract:
The success penetration of new energy would change the energy structure and power systems. There would be more and
more stochastic generations and demands. Thus the comprehensive roles of energy storage in the emerging new structure of
energy and power systems are very important. Electric vehicles are a new kind of electric load. The smart charging of
electric vehicles will be beneficial to both the power grid and electric vehicles. This lecture will give overview of the
characteristics of smart charging of electric vehicles under the guidance of the philosophy of engineering. The key players
in electric vehicles system and their different demands will be analyzed. The key is the integration of information flow and
energy flow to stimulate synergy and achieving win-win ecosystem. The information should be able to provide integration
and intelligence layer between grid and vehicles; to create smart charging schedules based on vehicle data, grid data and
driver’s desire; and to develop dynamic charging schedule based on updated demand side or grid side inputs. In summary,
sustainable e-mobility requires sustainable power system and electrification of transportation with the aid of intelligent
information system.
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